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Freshmen

Sharon Baas
Michael Bruen
Karen Coonrod
James Daniels
Charles Danielson
Mark Dunagan
Bruce Evans
Scott Flater
David George
Pamela Gerwe
Debra Goodyear
Linda Haefner
Todd Hall
Joann Haper
Randall Hefel
Montgomery Hucke
Brian Jones

Mark Kelley
Debra Knickrehm
Jeffrey Krie
Clark Lane
Elisa Laughlin
Eric Main
Michael Martin
Franklin McKinney
Timothy Meyer
Dwayne Miller
Jerry Purdin
Jane Riesberg
Eugene Rilling
Elizabeth Taylor
Larry Thomas
Jeff Waterhouse
Anne Zeches

Sophomores

Jeff Anderson
James Bauer
Laverne Bown
Randall Byrd
James Cain
Theresa Callery
Randy Clark
Robert Clarkson
Carolyn Coyne
Eileen Drees
John Fitch
Kenneth Fouts
Frank Gerken
Sharon Gillet
John Gleason
Nickolas Hayes
Rochelle High
John Huggins
Bryan Humphrey

Richard Johnson
Jeffery Kern
Barbara King
Amy Lippitt
Frank Lucido
Joan Montgomery
Timothy Morrow
Michael Norris
Sharna Robinson
Douglas Rubel
Dora Schrodt
Brian Schumacher
Alan Stover
Kristi Struchen
Kirk Titus
Mitchell Weinbeck
Amy Williams
Kevin Wittry
Juniors

Thomas Agan
Curt Bader
James Bauer
Laverne Bown
Suzie Berregaard
Naureen Connolly
Peter Dowd
Greg Dunsworth
John Eason
Pamela Eggess
Julie Goodspeed
Mark Hammer
Ryan Hill
Brad Johnson
Clinton Kyhl
Thomas Lynch
Brian McGee

Seniors

Lona Accola
Gary Bahr
Leslie Bender
Wesley Boyce
Anette Breuer
Barbara Bridgeman
John Browning
William Cambridge
Annette Fenton
Shawn Fitzpatrick
Linda Gray
Donna Grosz
Gail Hall
Alan Hardy
James Healey
Chun-Hong Ho
Michelle Hutzell
Eric Johnson
John Kaiser
Julie Kendall
Jan Kramer
Eric Leacox
Dan Lee
Priscilla Licht
Craig Liggett
Rebecca Dallas
Michael Martin
Mark McCullock
James McIntyre

Zolkipli Mohd-Aton
Kevin Murphy
Tonga Noweg
Jerry Olson
Robert Patton
Mathew Pflug
Jeff Prestemon
Scott Ridge
Martin Schroeder
Joel Soliday
Wayne Stoeltling
Thomas Symonette
James Tadlock
David Waughan
Terese Walsh
David Wormley

Leslie Miller
Anita Montag
Frank Mueller
Pamela Nadolsky
Dana Nelson
Jody Nelson
David Peters
Kelley Peters
Carla Rasmussen
Paul Reid
Steven Rinella
Michael Rothlauf
Maure Sand
Mark Sandvik
Chris Schnepf
Michele Shaw
William Sivertsen
Debra Steig
Robert Trent
Jerry Vancleve
Herman Vandevaaarst
Gregory Vanfosson
Jeff Waters
David Wimmer
Chris Wisecup
Steven Wolf
Karen Young
Barbara Zylstra
Graduate Students

Samson Ajayi
Kim Coder
Dan DiCarlo
Richard Doak
David Donovan
Denise Doak
Daniel Garst
Roger Hanna
Susan Hatz
Reinee Eshelman Hildebrandt
Cheng-Hsiang Lin
Greg Miller
George Mortensen

Francis Nwonwu
Oghene Okpise
Glen Oren
Kathleen Patten
Thomas Permar
Terry Robison
David Sacks
Mike Scanlon
Rita Sonnelitter
Richard Straight
Timothy Trachsel
Paul Winistorfer
William Yawney

TRECORDER
the better way for marking trees
TREE MARKING INKS
NO more hard settling. NO more shaking your arm off to get paint ready for use. NOW just shake TRECODER a few times and you are ready to mark trees without loss of time.
TRECORDER IS unique because it IS an ink and not a paint. It IS scientifically formulated specifically for marking trees.
TRECORDER IS brighter in color for greater visibility. non-settling for easier and faster application with better penetration and longer lasting. TRECORDER makes gun cleaning easy. TRECODER tree marking ink comes in three grades: super long life, regular, and temporary. Also, try NEW TRECODER boundary marking inks which come in two grades—sprayable and brushable. The colors are bright and long lasting.

American Coding and Marking Ink Co.
1220 NORTH AVENUE
PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07062
(201) 756-0373

USE a new TRECORDER spray gun to apply TRECODER tree marking inks and sprayable boundary marking inks. There is no reversible nozzle to fumble with and lose in the leaves or snow.

Ben Meadow Company
3300 South State Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60608
Telephone: (312) 456-0370 / Cable Address: Benco
A LEADING SUPPLIER OF FORESTRY, GEOLOGY & ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT FOR OVER 25 YEARS